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Abstract

Distinguishing between competing pathways of folding of a protein, on the

basis of how they differ in their progress of structure acquisition, remains an

important challenge in protein folding studies. A previous study had shown

that the heterodimeric protein, double chain monellin (dcMN) switches

between alternative folding pathways upon a change in guanidine hydrochlo-

ride (GdnHCl) concentration. In the current study, the folding of dcMN has

been characterized by the pulsed hydrogen exchange (HX) labeling methodol-

ogy used in conjunction with mass spectrometry. Quantification of the extent

to which folding intermediates accumulate and then disappear with time of

folding at both low and high GdnHCl concentrations, where the folding path-

ways are known to be different, shows that the folding mechanism is describ-

able by a triangular three-state mechanism. Structural characterization of the

productive folding intermediates populated on the alternative pathways has

enabled the pathways to be differentiated on the basis of the progress of struc-

ture acquisition that occurs on them. The intermediates on the two pathways

differ in the extent to which the α-helix and the rest of the β-sheet have

acquired structure that is protective against HX. The major difference is, how-

ever, that β2 has not acquired any protective structure in the intermediate

formed on one pathway, but it has acquired significant protective structure in

the intermediate formed on the alternative pathway. Hence, the sequence of

structural events is different on the two alternative pathways.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

A major challenge in the field of protein folding is to
detect and characterize structurally the intermediates
that populate during folding. The nature of the

intermediates and the role they play during folding are
not yet fully understood. Several small proteins appear to
fold by a two-state mechanism, without populating any
intermediates to detectable extents, calling into question
the significance of intermediates during folding.1–9 Very

Abbreviations: D, deuterium; DcMN, double-chain monellin; ETD, electron transfer dissociation; GdnDCl, guanidine deuterochloride; GdnHCl,
guanidine hydrochloride; HX-MS, hydrogen exchange coupled to mass spectrometry; MNEI, single-chain monellin.
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often, it is the transient nature of these intermediates that
prevents them from being detected by the commonly
used experimental methods; hence, the folding process
appears to be two-state. For example, protein L was
believed to be a two-state folder, but it was shown
recently to fold through an intermediate.10 On the other
hand, many proteins have been shown to fold through
one or multiple intermediates.11–17 In most of the cases,
the intermediate was proposed to be an on-pathway pro-
ductive intermediate.18–25 However, a few studies have
also identified intermediates that possess non-native
interactions, and which must unfold first, at least par-
tially, in order to reach the native state.26–28 Hence, they
were suggested to be off the folding pathway. Clear exper-
imental distinction between on and off-pathway interme-
diates is difficult to obtain, and usually, only indirect
arguments can be made against an intermediate being
off-pathway, based on a comparison between the struc-
tures of intermediates and transition states.29

Structural characterization of intermediates is chal-
lenging with the ensemble averaging probes that are typi-
cally used to study protein folding reactions. Ensemble
averaging probes measure the average change in the
measured property and cannot distinguish between mul-
tiple sub-populations of conformations that may be pre-
sent together. High-resolution probes such as hydrogen
exchange (HX) in conjunction with NMR are of great
utility in this regard. HX-NMR studies can provide
residue-level information on the structure of folding
intermediates.30,31 Such studies have not only provided
important evidences for the existence of folding32–36 and
unfolding37 intermediates but also, indirectly for unpro-
ductive dead-end intermediates,27 molten globule
intermediates,38,39 and for multiple pathways of fold-
ing11,40 and unfolding.37,41

While multiple pathways for folding and unfolding
have been observed now for many proteins, both in
experimental11,37,42,43 and molecular dynamics simula-
tion studies,44–47 it has been difficult to distinguish exper-
imentally between the detected pathways on the basis of
how they differ in the progress of structure acquisition
that occurs on them. Competing folding and unfolding
pathways have been distinguished under different folding
conditions on the basis of the differences in the solvent
exposure of the transition states (TSs) on the pathways
but could not be distinguished on the basis of how they
differ in the acquisition or loss of secondary structure.
The problem of determining how folding pathways are
distinct from each other is compounded by the structures
of TSs48 and folding intermediates49,50 being malleable
and thereby different under different folding conditions.
It is even more difficult to distinguish between pathways
that compete under the same folding conditions. Only

recently has it been possible to show experimentally that
for pathways whose origin lies in the heterogeneity of the
unfolded state and early folding intermediates, the
sequence of structural events is different on folding path-
ways that operate simultaneously.51

When HX is coupled to mass spectrometry (MS), it
can distinguish between multiple conformations and
their relative populations. HX-MS measurements have
also provided direct evidence for the existence of multiple
folding pathways52 and have enabled the characterization
of folding53–55 and unfolding56–59 intermediates. Native
state HX-MS has revealed the lack of cooperativity in pro-
tein unfolding reactions and has led to the detection of
high-energy intermediates populated during unfolding
under native and native-like (marginally denaturing)
conditions.57–60 It has also brought out the effects of
mutations and co-solutes, such as denaturant and osmo-
lytes, on the cooperativity of protein (un)folding reac-
tions.61,62 Pulse labeling HX-MS studies allowed the
detection of the population of transiently formed inter-
mediates, as well as the extent of structure formation on
the folding pathways of lysozyme53 and the PI3K SH3
domain.63

The small protein monellin has been used produc-
tively as a model protein for unfolding studies.42,57,59,64–66

Monellin has been studied in its naturally occurring het-
erodimeric form (dcMN)48,59,67 as well as in its artificially
created single chain form.68–71 It is an α–β heterodimeric
protein in which the sole α-helix is packed against five β
strands (Figure 1). The folding mechanism of single-
chain monellin is complex, partly because of heterogene-
ity in the unfolded state, with multiple intermediates and
pathways.42,43,51 Native-state HX-MS and time-resolved

FIGURE 1 Structure of double chain monellin (dcMN).

Chains B and A are shown in purple and yellow, respectively. The

β1–α1–β2 segment of Chain B associates with the β3–β4–β5
segment of Chain A by noncovalent interchain interactions. The

structure was drawn using the Pymol software and PDB ID 3MON.
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fluorescence resonance energy transfer studies have
revealed much about how folding cooperativity is modu-
lated by protein stability57,61,70 and how structural steps
during protein folding can occur both in a cooperative
manner and in a completely noncooperative manner.60,71

The folding mechanism of dcMN also appears to be
similarly complex, with folding occurring in multiple
steps.48 As the individual polypeptide chains of dcMN are
unstructured in isolation, its folding is an example of
binding-induced folding.67 The unstructured encounter
complex formed when the chains bind to each other,
folds to the native state via transient intermediates. Fold-
ing was shown to switch from a pathway characterized
by a less compact TS to one with a more compact TS,
upon an increase in the denaturant concentration in
which folding was carried out.48 Since folding intermedi-
ates were found to be populated at both low and high
denaturant concentrations, it seemed possible that the
folding pathways could be distinguished structurally on
the basis of the secondary structural content of the inter-
mediates in the two folding conditions.

In this study, the refolding of dcMN has been studied
using pulse labeling HX coupled with mass spectrometry.
It is shown that dcMN folds via a three-state triangular
mechanism, at both low and high GdnHCl concentration.
The structures of the intermediates formed in 0.1 M (I1)
and 0.4 M (I2) GdnDCl have been characterized. I1 and I2
have been differentiated on the basis of the protection of
their amide hydrogens belonging to different secondary
structural elements. The assembly of the β-sheet has also
been resolved temporally, and the sequence of structure
acquisition has been determined.

2 | RESULTS

2.1 | Labeling of U and N

It is important for any kinetic reaction to determine the
start and end point of the reaction. Hence, the mass dis-
tributions of the U and N states of dcMN, after the appli-
cation of different HX labeling pulses, were first
determined.

The protein was unfolded in deuterated buffer con-
taining 4 M GdnDCl for 12 hr. When the unfolded pro-
tein was subjected to a 5 s HX labeling pulse in 4 M
GdnHCl at pH 9, the mass profile showed a single peak
with the centroid m/z at 853.65 ± 0.1 and 770.15 ± 0.1
for Chains B and A, respectively (+7 charge state for both
the chains; Figure S1). The centroid m/z of the mass dis-
tribution of the fully protonated protein was at 853.2
± 0.1 and 769.86 ± 0.1 for Chains B and A, respectively
(+7 charge state for both the chains). Thus, unfolded

Chain B retained three deuteriums and unfolded Chain
A retained two deuteriums when labeled by a 5 s HX
pulse at pH 9. This was not unexpected as the final HX
reaction contained 90% H and 10% D.

When native deuterated protein was subjected to a 5 s
HX labeling pulse in both 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnDCl at pH 9,
the mass distribution showed a single peak centered at
m/z 855.95 ± 0.1 for Chain B, and at m/z 772.75 ± 0.1 for
Chain A (+7 charge state for both the chains; Figure S1).
This indicated that a total of 34 ± 1 deuteriums were pro-
tected in N against HX by the labeling pulse at pH 9, out
of which 16 deuteriums were protected in Chain B and
18 deuteriums were protected in Chain A.

HX labeling of U and N was also carried out by a 5 s
pulse at pH 7 to determine the strength of the interac-
tions in the native and intermediate structures. The num-
ber of deuteriums retained by U after HX labeling by the
pH 7 pulse was the same as by the pH 9 pulse
(Figure S1). But the N state retained more deuteriums
when labeled with a HX pulse at pH 7 than at pH 9. The
mass profiles of Chain B and Chain A were centered at
m/z 857.15 ± 0.1 and 773.25 ± 0.1, respectively (+7
charge state for both the chains; Figure S1). This indi-
cated that 24 deuteriums were protected against HX in
Chain B, and 22 deuteriums were protected in Chain A,
for the labeling pulse at pH 7. In the case of the mass dis-
tributions of both U and N, the centroid m/z and peak
width were observed to vary only by ±0.1.

2.2 | Refolding kinetics of dcMN in 0.1
and 0.4 M GdnDCl monitored using a 5 s
HX labeling pulse at pH 9

It was shown in a previous study that dcMN folds via
alternative pathways at low (<0.2 M) and high (>0.2 M)
GdnHCl concentrations, and that the transition states
and the intermediates populated on these pathways were
different in their compactness.48 Thus, any difference in
their secondary structures was expected to be detected by
pulsed HX labeling. In this study, 5 s pulses of HX label-
ing were applied at different times of refolding in 0.1 and
0.4 M GdnHCl, starting with free Chains B and A present
in the unfolded state (U) in 4 M GdnHCl. It is known
that immediately upon transfer to refolding conditions,
Chains B and A associate to form the encounter
complex C, which is U-like in its Trp fluorescence.48

Figure 2a,b shows the mass distributions of Chains B
and A, respectively, obtained using a HX labeling pulse
at pH 9 for different times of refolding in 0.1 M GdnDCl,
and Figure 3a,b do likewise for different times of refold-
ing in 0.4 M GdnDCl. In both refolding conditions, the
mass distributions showed the presence of at least three
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different conformations at any time of refolding. C mole-
cules were the least protected and showed peaks centered
at m/z 853.65 and 770.15 for chains B and A, respectively.
The m/z values for the labeled C molecules were the
same as those for labeled U molecules (Figure S1) indi-
cating that the amide hydrogen sites were as unprotected
in C as they were in U. The molecules having the native
conformation showed peaks at m/z 856 and 772.8 for
Chains B and A, respectively, and retained a larger num-
ber of deuteriums (16 in Chain B and 18 in Chain A)
indicating that they were the most protected against HX
(Figures 2 and 3).

The peak at intermediate m/z corresponded to the
molecules having intermediate protection. The centroid
m/z of the intermediate observed in 0.1 M GdnHCl was
not significantly different from that of the intermediate
observed in 0.4 M GdnHCl (Table 1). In the intermediate,
7 and 12 deuteriums were protected in Chains B and A,
respectively (Figures 2 and 3). The number of deuteriums
protected in these two intermediates was the same
(Table 1). It was possible that the deuteriums were pro-
tected in different regions in the intermediates seen in 0.1
and 0.4 M GdnDCl. Hence, it was necessary to

structurally delineate the differences in secondary struc-
ture between the intermediates.

The mass profiles were fit to the sum of three Gauss-
ian mass distributions to determine the fractional areas
of the mass distributions corresponding to fractional
populations of C, I, and N states. For the fit, the centroid
m/z and width of the mass distributions were not allowed
to vary across the different times of refolding at which
labeling pulse was applied; only the area under each
mass distribution was allowed to vary. Figures 2c–j and
3c–j show the deconvoluted mass distributions of the C,
I, and N states of both the chains at different refolding
times, during refolding in 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnDCl,
respectively.

The fractional populations of C, I, and N were plotted
against time of refolding in 0.1 M GdnDCl (Figure 4a,b)
and in 0.4 M GdnDCl (Figure 4c,d). The fractional popu-
lation of C decreased with time of refolding, while that of
I first increased and then decreased with time. The frac-
tional population of N increased with time, with no lag
being observed in the formation of N for both the chains.
This indicated that a direct pathway from C to N must be
present in addition to a C $ I $ N pathway, otherwise a

FIGURE 2 Kinetics of refolding of double chain monellin (dcMN) in 0.1 M GdnDCl at pH 7, 25�C monitored using a 5 s hydrogen

exchange (HX) labeling pulse at pH 9. Representative mass spectra are shown for Chain B (a) and Chain A (b) at different times of refolding.

The number of deuteriums protected in the C, I, and N states were 3, 7, and 16, respectively, for Chain B and 2, 12, and 18, respectively, for

Chain A. Three-state fits to the mass spectra obtained at different times of refolding are shown in (c–f) for Chain B and in (g–j) for Chain
A. In each panel, the black line represents the experimentally determined mass profile data, and the red line is the fit of the data to the sum

of three Gaussian mass distributions. In all the panels, the vertical dashed green, yellow and blue lines represent the centers of the mass

distributions corresponding to the C, I, and N states, respectively.
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lag would have been observed in the formation of
N. Hence, refolding under both refolding conditions
could be described by a triangular three-state mechanism
(Scheme 1).

The mass profiles of both the chains at different times
of refolding in both 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnDCl were globally
fit to the triangular folding scheme to obtain the kinetic
parameters of refolding which are listed in Table 1. The
changes in the fractional populations of C, I, and N with
time of refolding obtained from global fitting of the data
(Figure 4) to a three-state triangular mechanism agreed
well with that obtained from discrete fitting of the mass
profiles to sum of three Gaussian mass distributions
(Figures 2 and 3). The mass distributions simulated using
these kinetic parameters and the triangular folding scheme
also agreed well with the experimentally observed mass
distributions for both the chains in both 0.1 (Figure S2)
and 0.4 M GdnDCl (Figure S3). This suggested that a trian-
gular three-state folding mechanism is the simplest and
minimal kinetic model that can account for the data.

The pulse-labeling HX data (Figure 4) showed that I
was populated to an extent of ~75% for refolding in 0.1 M

GdnDCl and to an extent of ~60% for refolding in 0.4 M
GdnDCl. The rate constant for the formation of I was 0.1
and 0.03 s�1 in 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnDCl, respectively. But
the rate constant of the slow kinetic phase did not change
in these two different solvent conditions, which sug-
gested that it could be associated with proline
isomerization.

When monitored by measurement of the intrinsic
fluorescence of Trp, refolding was found to occur in a fast
and a slow phase. The relative amplitude and rate con-
stant of the fast phase was 87% and 0.07 s�1 in 0.1 M
GdnHCl, and 70% and 0.02 s�1 in 0.4 M GdnHCl
(Figure S4). The rate constants indicated that the fast
phase of fluorescence change corresponded to the forma-
tion of I (see above). The relative amplitude of the fast
phase of fluorescence change was accounted for by the
populations of I and N present at the time when I was
maximally populated, in both 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnHCl.
The rate constants of the slow phase of refolding moni-
tored by pulsed-HX labeling, was also similar to the slow
phase of refolding monitored by fluorescence (Tables 1
and S1).

FIGURE 3 Refolding kinetics of double chain monellin (dcMN) in 0.4 M GdnDCl at pH 7, 25�C monitored using a 5 s hydrogen

exchange (HX) labeling pulse at pH 9. Representative mass spectra are shown for Chain B (a) and Chain A (b) for when the labeling pulse

was applied at different times of refolding. The number of deuteriums protected in the C, I, and N states were 3, 7, and 16, respectively, for

Chain B and 2, 12, and 18, respectively, for Chain A. Three-state fits to the mass spectra obtained at different times of refolding are shown in

(c–f) for Chain B, and in (g–j) for Chain A. In each panel, the black line, which represents the experimentally determined mass profile data,

was fit to the sum of three Gaussian mass distributions (red line). In all the panels, the vertical dashed green, yellow and blue lines represent

the centers of the mass distributions corresponding to the populations of the C, I, and N states, respectively.
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TABLE 1 Kinetic parameters

obtained from global fitting of the

refolding data of the intact chains in 0.1

and 0.4 M GdnDCl at pH 7, 25�C,
monitored using a pH 9 HX labeling

pulsea

Rate constants (s�1)b

Parameters describing the mass distributionsc

Chain B Chain A

kCI 0.1 ± 0.014 WC 0.81 0.71

0.026 ± 0.001 0.81 0.71

kIN (2.65 ± 0.07) � 10�3 WI 0.94 0.90

(2.45 ± 0.07) � 10�3 0.98 0.90

kCN (3.05 ± 0.07) � 10�3 WN 1.00 0.92

(2.65 ± 0.07) � 10�3 1.00 1.00

kIC (1.75 ± 0.07) � 10�2 CC 853.65 770.15

(1.07 ± 0.014) � 10�2 853.65 770.15

kNI (1.25 ± 0.07) � 10�4 CI 854.75 771.95

(1.35 ± 0.07) � 10�4 854.65 771.95

kNC (2.53 ± 0.24) � 10�5 CN 856 772.8

(6.0 ± 0.2) � 10�5 855.95 772.7

aThe white and gray colored rows denote the values of the parameters obtained for refolding in 0.1 and
0.4 M GdnDCl, respectively.
bThe same set of rate constants was used to globally fit the refolding data obtained for intact Chain B and
Chain A under each refolding condition, as it has been shown that the two chains bind together before the
start of any structure formation.48,67

cW represents the width of the Gaussian distribution, and C represents the centroid m/z value of the

Gaussian distribution for C, I, and N populated during refolding. The width and centroid m/z values of the
different mass distributions were allowed to vary only by ±0.05 and ±0.1, respectively, when the mass
profiles were fit either to the sum of three Gaussian mass distributions (discrete analysis) or globally to the
three-state triangular mechanism.

FIGURE 4 Kinetic data obtained

for the refolding of double chain

monellin (dcMN) in 0.1 M (a, b) and

0.4 M (c, d) GdnDCl at pH 7, 25�C
monitored using a hydrogen exchange

(HX) labeling pulse at pH 9. Panels

(a) and (c) represent the data for

Chain B, whereas (b) and (d) represent

the data for Chain A. Green squares,

yellow circles and blue triangles

represent the fractional populations

of C, I, and N, respectively, at different

times of refolding. These fractional

populations were obtained from the

deconvoluted mass distributions shown

in Figures 2 and 3. The lines passing

through the data points represent the

kinetics of the change in the populations

of C, I, and N obtained from a global fit

of the mass profiles to a three-state

triangular folding mechanism. The

values obtained for the kinetic

parameters from the global fitting are

listed in Table 1. The error bars show

the standard deviations in the data

obtained from two separate experiments.
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2.3 | Intermediate does not lose its
structure during the duration of the
labeling pulse

It was shown in a previous study that HX into dcMN
occurs in the EX1 regime at pH 9.59 The intrinsic rate
constant of HX is 4,324 s�1 at pH 9. Thus, a 5 s HX label-
ing pulse at pH 9 will label all the amide sites, which are
unprotected (unstructured) in any of the conformations
(C, I, or N) at the time of application of the pulse. The
duration of the HX pulse (5 s) used in this study was
eightfold shorter than the time constant of the fast phase
of refolding (40 s). Hence, no significant folding would
have occurred during the duration of the pulse. Hence,
the protein molecules could not have cycled between the
C and I states during the duration of the pulse, which
would have led to an incorrect determination of the frac-
tional populations of C and I. Under folding conditions, I
was not expected to unfold during the duration of the
labeling pulse. If it did, the population of the least pro-
tected state, C would be overestimated and that of the
more protected state, I would be underestimated. Indeed,
the time constant of unfolding of I (1/kIC) was found to
be almost 20-fold slower than the pulse duration
(Table 1) which suggested that no significant unfolding
of I occurred during the pulse duration. This was also
confirmed by applying a longer labeling pulse of 10 s
duration at pH 9. It was observed that the fractional
populations of C and I were not significantly different
from when the pulse duration was 5 s (data not shown),
confirming that I did not undergo significant unfolding
during the duration of the labeling pulse.

2.4 | Refolding kinetics of dcMN in 0.4 M
GdnDCl monitored using a 5 s HX labeling
pulse at pH 7

Refolding was also monitored by the application of a HX
labeling pulse at pH 7 to probe the stability of the inter-
mediate. Figure S5a,b shows the mass distributions
obtained upon applying the HX labeling pulses at differ-
ent times of refolding, for Chains B and A, respectively.
The mass profiles could be fit to the sum of three Gauss-
ian mass distributions (Figure S5c–j). The deconvoluted
mass distributions of C, I, and N at different times of
refolding are shown in Figure S5c–f for Chain B and
Figure S5g–j for Chain A. Again, the least protected con-
formation was C having the lowest centroid m/z, and the
most protected conformation was N having the highest
centroid m/z. The mass distribution having the interme-
diate m/z arose from the pulse labeling of I. The frac-
tional populations corresponding to C, I, and N, for
Chain B (Figure S5k) and Chain A (Figure S5l) were

obtained and plotted against the time of refolding. The
mass distribution was globally fit to a triangular three-
state mechanism (Scheme 1) and the global fit was found
to be in good agreement with the data (Figures S5k,l).
The kinetic parameters obtained from the global fit are
listed in Table S2. The simulated mass distributions
according to a triangular folding mechanism using these
kinetic parameters also agreed well with the experimen-
tal data (Figure S6).

The mechanism of HX into intact dcMN is known to
be in the EX1 regime in the pH range of 7–9.59 It was
therefore very unlikely that the HX into the protected
amide sites of I occurred by the EX2 mechanism in this
pH range. The closing rate constant should be much fas-
ter than the intrinsic rate constant of HX in case of the
exchange occurring in EX2 regime (see SI text). The
intrinsic rate constant of HX is 100-fold slower at pH 7
than at pH 9, yet it is around 1700 times faster than the
refolding (closing) rate constant of the fast phase. Hence,
HX into I must occur in the EX1 regime. The number of
deuteriums protected from exchange in I was 32 (16 in
Chain B and 16 in Chain A) for a pH 7 pulse, and only
19 (7 in Chain B and 12 in Chain A) when the labeling
pulse was at pH 9. If HX into I was indeed occurring in
the EX1 regime, then the observation that a larger num-
ber of deuteriums were protected in I at pH 7 than at
pH 9, would mean that the structure opening rate con-
stant is significantly slower at pH 7 than at pH 9. This
would mean that part of the protective structure in I is
kinetically more unstable at pH 9 than at pH 7. The N
state also retained a greater number of deuteriums at
pH 7 (46 deuteriums protected) than at pH 9 (34 deute-
riums protected). A similar observation had been made
in a previous study, in which the N state was seen to
retain fewer deuteriums at pH 9 than at pH 7.59 Indeed,
it is known that dcMN is less stable at higher pH.67

2.5 | Peptide map of dcMN by ETD

It was important to characterize the structure of the
intermediate formed during refolding in 0.1 and 0.4 M

SCHEME 1 Mechanism of refolding.
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GdnDCl by determining the sequence segments that were
structured (protected) and unstructured (unprotected).
Hence, electron transfer dissociation (ETD) of intact
dcMN was carried out subsequent to HX, to generate c
ions (N-terminal fragments) and z ions (C-terminal frag-
ments). These ions are generated by the breakage of the
N-Cα bond.72 Reliably identified c and z ions were
mapped on to the sequence of the protein in order to gen-
erate a peptide map (Figure S7). These different c and z
ions were used to delineate the structural events of differ-
ent sequence segments during refolding of the native pro-
tein, and the number of deuteriums protected in each of

the sequence segment was calculated according to
Table S3.

2.6 | Refolding kinetics of different
sequence segments in 0.1 and 0.4 M
GdnDCl

Since significantly more deuteriums were protected in
the I and N conformations of both Chains B and A
(Tables 1 and S2), when labeled with a pH 7 pulse than
with a pH 9 pulse, it would have been desirable to carry

FIGURE 5 Kinetics of structure

formation in different sequence

segments of double chain monellin

(dcMN) during refolding in 0.1 and

0.4 M GdnDCl at pH 7, 25�C, monitored

using a 5 s hydrogen exchange

(HX) labeling pulse at pH 9. Peptide

fragments were generated by electron

transfer dissociation (ETD) after the HX

had occurred. The mass profiles of

different peptide fragments at different

time of refolding are shown. The

sequence segments corresponding to the

mass profiles are indicated beside the

panels. In all the panels, the dashed

vertical green, yellow, and blue lines

represent the centroid m/z values of

the C, I, and N-like conformations of the

corresponding sequence segments.
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out pulsed HX-labeling at pH 7 than at pH 9, before frag-
menting the protein to determine the sequence segments
getting labeled. Unfortunately, however, C and I differed
in mass (m/z) by more than 1 m/z when pulse-labeled at
pH 7 than at pH 9 (Figures 2, 3 and S5), and the quadru-
pole of the mass spectrometer allows only a ± 1 m/z
range at a given m/z. It was therefore not possible to
select a m/z value that allowed both C and I through for
ETD fragments arising from C to be quantified with ade-
quate sensitivity. Hence, the kinetics of the change in the
populations of fragments arising from C could not be
obtained. On the other hand, the centroid m/z values of
the mass spectra corresponding to C, I, and N were near
to each other when pulsed HX-labeling was carried out at
pH 9 (Figures 2 and 3), which allowed the entire kinetics
of change in population to be monitored reliably for all
the sequence segments of the protein.

Figure 5 compares the mass profiles of different
sequence segments obtained at different times of refold-
ing in 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnDCl. Sequence segments 1–5
(β1), 14–51 (α1 and β2), 39–51 (β2), 52–78 (β3 and β4),
64–96 (β4 and β5) and 77–96 (β5) were represented by c4
(+1 charge state), z37 (+4 charge state), z12 (+2 charge
state), c26 (+4 charge state), z32 (+4 charge state), and
z19 (+3 charge state) ions, respectively (Figure S7). The
mass profiles were found to fit well to the sum of either
two or three Gaussian mass distributions (Figures S8
and S9).

In both 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnHCl, the mass profiles for
sequence segment 1–5 (β1), shown in Figure 5a,g, fit well
to the sum of two Gaussian mass distributions, where the
least protected state corresponded to C and the most pro-
tected state corresponded to N (Figures S8a–c and S9a–c).
The observation of only a 1 Da change in mass between
the two conformations demanded that a two-state fit to
be used. The sequence segment was unstructured during
the C $ I transition, and acquired protection only during
the I $ N step. This indicated that β1 was completely
bereft of protective structure in the intermediate popu-
lated in both 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnDCl.

The mass profiles of sequence segments, 14–51 (α1
and β2), 52–78 (β3 and β4), 64–96 (β4 and β5), and 77–96
(β5) after pulse labeling at different times of refolding in
0.1 and 0.4 M GdnDCl are also shown in Figure 5. The
mass profiles of these sequence segments fit well only to
the sum of three Gaussian mass distributions (Figures S8
and S9), as in the case of the intact protein. This sug-
gested that these sequence segments acquired protection
during both the C$I and I$N steps and were partially
protected in the intermediate. The centroid m/z and peak
width of the deconvoluted mass distributions were
allowed to vary by only ±0.3 and ±0.2, respectively. No
peptide covering the sequence segment 6–13 (loop

between β1 and α1 and N-terminal α-helix) could be
obtained.

The mass profiles of sequence segment 39–51 (β2),
after pulse labeling at different times of refolding in 0.1
and 0.4 M GdnDCl, are shown in Figure 5c,i, respec-
tively. The mass profiles obtained in 0.1 M GdnDCl fit
well to the sum of two Gaussian mass distributions,
where the least protected state corresponded to C and the
most protected state corresponded to N (Figures S8g–i).
The sequence segment was unstructured during the
C $ I transition and acquired protection only during the
I $ N step. This indicated that β2 was completely bereft
of protective structure in the intermediate populated in
0.1 M GdnDCl. On the other hand, the mass profiles of
this sequence segment obtained in 0.4 M GdnDCl could
be fit well only to the sum of three Gaussian mass distri-
butions (Figures S9g–i). This indicated that the sequence
segment acquired protection during both the C $ I and
I $ N steps and was partially protected in the intermedi-
ate formed in 0.4 M GdnDCl. The number of deuteriums
that underwent protection in each phase of refolding,
was also similar for both intact Chains B and A and their
constituent sequence segments (Table 2).

The sequence segment 39–51 (β2) was completely
devoid of protective structure in the intermediate popu-
lated in 0.1 M GdnDCl, while it was partially structured
in 0.4 M GdnDCl (see above). Surprisingly, the sequence
segment 14–51 had the same number of deuteriums pro-
tected during the fast C $ I step during refolding in both
0.1 and 0.4 M GdnDCl (Table 2). Since sequence segment
39–51 (β2) was unfolded in I in 0.1 M GdnDCl, the bigger
sequence segment 14–51 should also have retained fewer
deuteriums in I than it did in 0.4 M GdnDCl. But it was
observed that the sequence segment 14–38 retained more
deuteriums in 0.1 M GdnDCl than in 0.4 M GdnDCl.
Thus, the total number of deuteriums protected in
sequence segment 14–51 did not change, but what chan-
ged were the numbers of deuteriums undergoing protec-
tion in the two regions (14–38 and 39–51) of this large
sequence segment 14–51. It was possible that the
sequence segments were differentially stabilized in these
two different solvent conditions.

The fractional populations of C, I, and N-like confor-
mations for all the sequence segments were obtained in
the same way as was done for the intact protein, and
were analyzed according to the same three-state triangu-
lar folding mechanism (Figures 6 and 7) to obtain the
kinetic parameters listed in Table 3. The rate constants
used to fit the intact protein data and the fragment data
were found to be in good agreement with each other, sug-
gesting that the different sequence segments also under-
went structural transitions during the fast and the slow
phases of refolding.

BHATTACHARJEE AND UDGAONKAR 9 of 19
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3 | DISCUSSION

In a previous study of the folding of dcMN using intrinsic
Trp fluorescence as the probe, it was shown that refold-
ing from U commenced by the fast association of the
Chains B and A to form an initial encounter
complex C.48 Further folding was shown to occur via
kinetic partitioning along two pathways, on one of which
an intermediate, I, is populated, while the other pathway
is a direct pathway from C to N. The C $ I $ N pathway
was shown to have a more compact transition state at
low GdnHCl than at high GdnHCl concentrations.48 This
indicated that I differed in its compactness at low and
high GdnHCl concentrations. It appeared therefore that
the C $ I $ N pathway at low GdnHCl concentration is
distinct from that at high GdnHCl concentration, but the
previous study could not delineate the difference in the
structure of I and consequently the difference in the
sequence of structural events defining the pathways oper-
ating at low and high GdnHCl concentrations. The cur-
rent study has utilized pulsed HX labeling and mass
spectrometry to characterize the progress in structure
acquisition on the C $ I $ N pathway at low (0.1 M) as
well as at high (0.4 M) GdnHCl concentration, where the
pathways are known to be different.48 The two intermedi-
ates, which accumulate on the two parallel pathways
have been distinguished on the basis of how their struc-
tures differ in the extents to which they afford protection
against HX.

3.1 | Mechanism of folding of dcMN

In this study, the changes in the populations of three
conformations, C, I, and N, were directly monitored and
quantified during refolding. The observation that the
kinetics of the change in the population of I is the same
whether monitored for Chain B or for Chain A indicate
that I is formed from the encounter complex C and not
from the free chains present in U (Figure 4). Further-
more, the observation that the rate constants of forma-
tion of I and N are not dependent on protein
concentration (data not shown), supports I being the
product of the folding of C and not U, as in the latter case
a dependence on protein concentration would have been
observed for both the rate constants.

The minimal model for folding, in both 0.1 and 0.4 M
GdnHCl, which adequately describes the kinetic data, is
a triangular three-state mechanism with an indirect
C $ I $ N pathway on which I is found to accumulate,
and a direct C $ N pathway (see Section 2). Calculations
of the flux of folding on each pathway indicate that in
0.1 M GdnDCl, 97% of the molecules fold via the
C $ I $ N pathway, and 3% via the C $ N pathway. In
0.4 M GdnHCl, 91% of the molecules fold via the
C $ I $ N pathway, and 9% via the C $ N pathway.
Hence, the C $ I $ N pathway is the major folding
pathway. Triangular three-state mechanisms have also
been used to describe the folding of other proteins,13,24

but this is the first instance where detailed structural

TABLE 2 Number of deuteriums that get protected during each phase of refolding in 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnDCl at pH 7, 25�Ca

Sequence
segments

Deuteriums protected

0.1 M GdnDCl 0.4 M GdnDCl

Native
protein
control

Fast phase of
refolding
(C $ I1)

Slow phase of
refolding
(I1 $ N)

Native
protein
control

Fast phase of
refolding
(C $ I2)

Slow phase of
refolding
(I2 $ N)

Intact chain B
(1–51)

16 ± 0.02 7 ± 0.2 9 ± 0.01 16 ± 0.7 7 ± 0.1 9 ± 0.7

1–5 (β1) 0.6 ± 0.06 0 0.63 ± 0.03 0.8 ± 0.1 0 1 ± 0.05

6–13 (loop
+ N-terminal
of α-helix)

1.1 ± 0.2 0 1.3 ± 0.13 1 ± 0.4 0.25 ± 0.12 1.3 ± 0.2

14–38 (α-helix
+ loop)

12 ± 0.3 7.2 ± 0.35 5 ± 0.01 10.3 ± 0.7 5.2 ± 0.01 5 ± 0.3

39–51 (β2) 2.6 ± 0.01 0 2.1 ± 0.2 3.9 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.12 2 ± 0.2

Intact chain A
(52–96)

18.5 ± 0.1 12 ± 0.2 6 ± 0.01 18 ± 0.1 12 ± 0.3 6 ± 0.3

52–63 (β3) 7.1 ± 0.3 5.6 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.5 7 ± 0.2 5 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.12

64–76 (β4) 6.3 ± 0.4 3.8 ± 0.12 2.2 ± 0.2 6.2 ± 0.2 4.2 ± 0.13 1.5 ± 0.12

77–96 (β5) 3.6 ± 0.2 2 ± 0.3 2 ± 0.01 4.2 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.2 2.8 ± 0.12

aThe numbers in the white and gray colored rows were obtained for HX into Chain B and Chain A of dcMN, respectively.
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characterization of the intermediate has been carried out.
Importantly, it is shown that only the population of I
changes during the course of folding, while its protective
structure remains the same during the folding process
(Figures 2 and 3).

In most protein folding reactions, intermediates are
seen to form very rapidly, usually forming too fast to
measure.12,19,24,29,39,69,73–78 Consequently, U and I are
effectively at equilibrium before further folding occurs,
and it becomes very difficult to establish whether I is on
the direct pathway from U to N or whether it is a nonpro-
ductive side-product that has to unfold back to U for fold-
ing to proceed to N.26–28 In the current study, I is seen to
form slowly enough for the rate constants of its formation
and disappearance to be precisely determined. The indi-
vidual rate constants for the formation of N, from I on
one pathway and from C on the other pathway
(Scheme 1), are about the same (Figures 2 and 3; Table 1)
and hence, equal to the net rate constant for the forma-
tion of N. The observation that the rate constant of the
disappearance of I is the same as the rate constant of the

formation of N, is very strongly supportive of I being a
productive on-pathway intermediate (Table 1). As
expected for such an intermediate, the structure of I
(Figures 2 and 3, Table 2) is intermediate between that of
C and N and is native-like. It should be noted that it is
because the pulsed HX methodology enables not only the
structural identification of I but also the quantification of
the extent to which it is populated, it is possible to firmly
establish that I is a productive on-pathway intermediate.

The triangular three-state mechanism is based on C
being a single kinetically homogenous population of mol-
ecules, in which the transitions between the molecules
are very rapid relative to the folding reactions of
C. Folding molecules kinetically partition from C along
the direct and indirect pathways, in accordance with the
rate constants defining the two pathways. It should be
noted a mechanism with two sub-populations in the C
ensemble in slow equilibrium with each other would also
account for the data, but it is disregarded because it
would be more complex. Nevertheless, it is necessary to
consider heterogeneity in the C ensemble, because of the

FIGURE 6 Kinetics of structure formation in different sequence segments of double chain monellin (dcMN) during refolding in 0.1 M

GdnDCl at pH 7, 25�C. In all the panels, the green squares, yellow circles, and blue triangles represent the fractional changes in the

populations of the C, I, and N-like conformations of different sequence segments at various refolding times. The fractional populations were

determined by dividing the area of the deconvoluted mass distribution corresponding to the sequence segment in C, I, or N (Figure S8) by

the total area under the mass profile at a given time point. The solid lines (same color codes as for the symbols) were obtained from the

global fit of the data to a three-state triangular folding mechanism. The rate constants obtained from the fits are listed in Table 3. The error

bars represent the standard deviations in the data obtained from three independent experiments.
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possibility that cis to trans proline isomerization may lead
to it having sub-populations of molecules.

Pro41 and Pro92 are known to be cis in dcMN, and it
is likely that U as well as C have at least two-
subpopulations that differ in possessing cis versus trans
X-Pro bonds. Indeed, the rate constants of the folding of I
to N on the indirect pathway and of C to N on the direct

folding pathway are similar to the rate constant expected
for a cis to trans proline isomerization reaction,20,42,79–82

and are independent of GdnHCl concentration in the
range of 0.1–0.4 M, as expected for a proline isomeriza-
tion reaction.83–87 It should be noted that for other pro-
teins, protein molecules with both the correct cis Pro
isomer and with the incorrect trans Pro isomer can form
structure at the same rate.88,89

3.2 | Step-wise and slow assembly of
secondary structural elements

A defining feature of the assembly of secondary structure
on the C $ I $ N pathway is that the α-helix and four of
the five β-strands do not gain all their protective structure
in one folding step. Only β1 gains its protective structure
in one step, during the folding of I to N (Figure 5a,g).
Protective structure forms to different extents in the other
secondary structures in each of the two steps. β3 and β4
form most of their protective structure during the C to I

FIGURE 7 Kinetics of structure formation in different sequence segments of dcMN during refolding in 0.4 M GdnDCl at pH 7, 25�C. In
all the panels, green squares, yellow circles, and blue triangles represent the fractional changes in the populations of the C, I, and N-like

conformations of different sequence segments at various refolding times. The fractional populations were determined by dividing the area of

the deconvoluted mass distribution corresponding to the sequence segment in C, I, or N (Figure S9) by the total area under the mass profile

at a given time point. The solid lines (same color codes as for the symbols) were obtained from the global fit of the data to a three-state

triangular folding mechanism. The rate constants obtained from the fits are listed in Table 3. The error bars represent the standard

deviations in the data obtained from three separate experiments.

TABLE 3 Rate constants obtained from fitting of the fragments

data to a three-state triangular folding mechanism

Rate
constants (s�1) 0.1 M GdnDCl 0.4 M GdnDCl

kCI 0.13 ± 0.017 0.032 ± 0.006

kIN (3.4 ± 0.7) � 10�3 (3.3 ± 0.9) � 10�3

kCN (3.0 ± 1.4) � 10�3 (2.9 ± 1.7) � 10�3

kIC (2.1 ± 1.9) � 10�2 (1.0 ± 0.3) � 10�2

kNI (3.1 ± 2.6) � 10�4 (3.0 ± 3.0) � 10�4

kNC (3.3 ± 3.1) � 10�5 (8.3 ± 1.5) � 10�5
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step, while the α-helix as well as β2 and β5 form about
equal amounts of secondary structure in both steps
(Figure 8 and Table 2). It is likely that differentially stabi-
lizing tertiary interactions are responsible for the nonuni-
form protection against HX of amide sites on the same
β-strand30 as well on different β-strands.90–92 The obser-
vation that protection against HX develops in steps
implies that tertiary interactions form in a step-wise man-
ner. Native-state HX-MS60 and SX-MS43,66 studies of the
single chain variant of monellin had also indicated that
the secondary structural units assemble in stages. These
studies suggested that the helix in monellin consolidates
its structure in stages because a specific tertiary packing
interaction has to form to stabilize each helical segment.

In a previous pulsed HX labeling MS study of the
folding of the PI3K SH3 domain, the β-sheet was also
observed to assemble in a step-wise manner.63 The
assembly of a β-sheet has been shown to occur in steps
for other proteins too, including hFGF-1,92 CBTX,93 and
RNase H,94 with different β-strands appearing to each
form fully in different steps. In the case of RNase A95 and
ubiquitin,12 the β-sheet appears to form cooperatively,
and it is possible that this cooperativity may be a

consequence of folding beginning from a collapsed
unfolded state. In the case of RNase A,95 the β-sheet is
formed early but is unstable when it first forms and
becomes stable only later as tertiary interactions develop
during folding. The stabilizing effect of tertiary interac-
tions on β-sheet structure is especially notable in the case
of the β-domain of staphylococcal nuclease.96

There does not appear to be any correlation between
the β-sheet propensity of the residues in a β-strand, and
when the β-strand starts to form. The residues in β3, β4,
and β5 all have high β-sheet propensities (Figure S10),
and these β-strands start acquiring protection against HX
during the fast phase of refolding. In contrast, the resi-
dues of β1 have very high β-sheet propensities
(Figure S10), but β1 starts acquiring protection against
HX only during the slow phase of folding (Figures 5–7).
It cannot, however be ruled out that β1 also forms during
the fast phase, but it acquires protection only during the
slow phase of refolding.

The formation of the α-helix and the β-sheet appears
to be remarkably slow during the folding of dcMN
(Figures 6 and 7). For many proteins, secondary structure
has been observed to form very rapidly.11,97–101 Even in
the case of the single-chain variant of monellin, second-
ary structure has been shown to form in the millisecond
time domain,68–69,71 in contrast to the tens of second time
domain observed here in the case of dcMN. It is, how-
ever, possible, that labile secondary structures form more
rapidly during the folding of dcMN but become protective
against HX only later, when tight packing occurs as a
consequence of significant tertiary structure formation. It
should be noted that the opening of secondary structure
to HX during the 5 s labeling pulse would slow down
only when the structure is stabilized by packing and
other tertiary interactions.

The surmise that the secondary structural units form
early but are kinetically unstable when they first form is
supported by the observation that the intrinsic fluores-
cence of Trp4 is the same in both I and N, which is possi-
ble only if the chemical environment of Trp4 is very
similar in I and N. Trp4 is present in β1, which has not
acquired any protective structure in I. The side chain of
Trp4 is about 60% buried in N, interacting with Met43
and Lys45 in β2, and with Gln61 in β3. Protective struc-
ture in β2 is absent in I in 0.1 M GdnHCl. It is difficult to
envisage that the native interactions of the side-chains of
Trp4 with the side chains of the other residues would
have formed in I if the segments of the main chain with
the interacting residues are not in their native β-strand
conformation. It is therefore likely that the main chain
has at least partially adopted β-strand structure, albeit
unstable, pertaining to β1, β2 and β3 in I, which stabilizes
and becomes protective against HX later during folding.

FIGURE 8 Mechanism of refolding of double chain monellin

(dcMN). The fraction of deuterium protected, which represents the

fractional structural change that has occurred, has been mapped on

to the structure of native dcMN for the C state, the N state and the

intermediate states. Refolding occurs via a triangular mechanism

populating the intermediate I1 in 0.1 M GdnDCl (pathway shown

with pink arrows), and shifts to an alternate pathway in 0.4 M

GdnDCl where the intermediate I2 is populated (pathway shown

with cyan arrows). A direct C $ N pathway, shown with the black

arrow, operates in both the solvent conditions. The color bar at the

bottom indicates the fraction of deuterium protected in the

different secondary structural elements. The structures of dcMN

were drawn using the Pymol software and the PDB ID 3MON.
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In this context, it should be noted that in the case of sev-
eral proteins, including interleukin-1β90 and dihydrofo-
late reductase (DHFR),91 β-sheet structure appears to
form early as detected by circular dichroism but affords
no discernible protection against HX. The β-sheet struc-
ture becomes stable only later during folding.

3.3 | The C $ I $ N pathways are
different and structurally distinct in 0.1
and 0.4 M GdnHCl

Remarkably, the structure of the intermediate I is differ-
ent in 0.1 and 0.4 M GdnHCl, as reflected in the distribu-
tion of protected amide hydrogens that afford protections
against HX. It is assumed that the degree of protective
structure corresponds to the extent of secondary structure
formation. The principal differences in structure appear
to be in the α-helix and the loop connecting the α-helix to
β2 and β2 (Table 2 and Figure 8). β3 and β4 have also
formed to different extents in I in 0.1 M GdnHCl com-
pared to in 0.4 M GdnHCl (Table 2 and Figure 8). The
α-helix appears to be more structured in I formed in
0.1 M than in 0.4 M GdnHCl, suggesting that the interac-
tions stabilizing it are sensitive to denaturant concentra-
tion. Of course, for many proteins, it has been observed
that α-helix formation starting from a collapsed globule
occurs faster at low denaturant concentration as
expected.39,53,98

It is intriguing that β2 is not protected against HX in I
formed in 0.1 M GdnHCl, but it is protected in I formed
in 0.4 M GdnHCl (Figure 8). Since residues in β2 interact
with the side chain of Trp4 in N (see above), the observa-
tion that the fluorescence of Trp4 is slightly higher in
0.4 M than in 0.1 M GdnHCl (Figure S4), is consistent
with β2 being more structured in 0.4 M than in 0.1 M
GdnHCl (Table 2). It should be noted that the residues of
β2 have a very low β-sheet propensity (Figure S10). β2
(Asn36–Tyr48) is split into two segments by the Arg40–
Pro41 stretch (Figure 1), and the current study is also
unable to determine in which segment the protective
structure is present.

In an earlier native-state HX-MS study of dcMN,
unfolding in the absence of GdnHCl, leading to the loss
of protective structure, was seen to occur in four steps
involving three high-energy intermediates that were very
sparsely populated.59 In this study, refolding was carried
out under strongly stabilizing conditions, in the presence
of 0.1 M GdnHCl. It was expected that the same sequence
of structural events would be observed as in the native-
state HX experiments, but in the reverse order. The high-
energy intermediates that had been observed in the

native-state HX study are populated too sparsely to be
detected in the current pulse labeling HX study. Instead,
a stable very significantly populated intermediate has
been observed. At present, it is not clear why this inter-
mediate was not observed in the earlier native-state HX
study. It would appear that the manner in which Chains
B and A have collapsed together to form the encounter
complex C from U in high GdnHCl is responsible for the
formation of the stable I observed in the current study.
Nonetheless, two important features of the folding reac-
tion of dcMN are seen both in the earlier native-state HX
study and in the current pulsed HX labeling study. In
both studies, secondary structural units are seen to form
in steps, and β1 forms late during folding.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

The present HX-MS pulse labeling study structurally
characterizes the refolding of dcMN in different GdnHCl
concentrations. The mechanism was shown to be the
same (three-state triangular mechanism) in both lower
(0.1 M) and higher (0.4 M) GdnHCl concentrations, but
the structure of the intermediate was different at the two
GdnHCl concentrations. The intermediates populated in
both the solvent conditions were shown to be productive.
The temporal order of progress of structure formation in
the different secondary structural elements was also
resolved in this study. It is shown that the β-strands
acquire structure faster than the sole α-helix although
they possess different propensity to be in a β-strand.
There is one striking difference in the sequence of struc-
tural events on the two alternative pathways operating in
the different solvent conditions. β2 has no protective
structure in the intermediate on one pathway and attains
all its protective structure only when the intermediate
folds to N, while it attains significant protective structure
early during the formation of the intermediate on the
alternative pathway.

5 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.1 | Protein expression and purification

Double-chain monellin was expressed and purified as
reported previously.102 The mass and purity of the pro-
tein were verified by electrospray ionization mass spec-
trometry (ESI-MS). The protein was found to be >95%
pure. Protein concentration was determined by measur-
ing the absorbance at 280 nm, using an extinction coeffi-
cient value of 14,600 M�1 cm�1.
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5.2 | Buffers and reagents

All the chemicals used in the current study were of high
purity grade, and were purchased from Sigma. Ultra-pure
GdnHCl was obtained from United States Biochemicals
and was of the highest purity grade. All the experiments
were carried out at 25�C. Sodium phosphate buffer
(50 mM) and Glycine-NaOH buffer (50 mM), were used
as the labeling buffer at pH 7 and pH 9, respectively. Ice-
cold 100 mM glycine-HCl buffer containing 8 M GdnHCl
was used as the quench buffer to stop the labeling reac-
tion. GdnHCl was added to the quench buffer to unfold
the protein in order to achieve higher ion count upon
ETD fragmentation. The concentration of GdnHCl in
each buffer was determined by measuring the refractive
index using an Abbe refractometer. GdnHCl was deuter-
ated by carrying out three cycles of HX in D2O followed
by lyophilization. For all D2O buffers, the reported pH
values were not corrected for any isotope effect.

5.3 | Fluorescence monitored
equilibrium and kinetic studies

GdnHCl-induced equilibrium unfolding and kinetic
refolding transitions were monitored using a stopped-
flow model (SFM4) attached to the MOS-450 optical sys-
tem from Biologic, as described previously.67 The excita-
tion wavelength was 280 nm, and the fluorescence
emission was collected at 340 nm using a 10 nm band-
pass filter (Asahi Spectra). The final protein concentra-
tion was 40 μM.

5.4 | Refolding kinetics monitored by
pulse-labeling HX

The protein was deuterated by unfolding it in the deuter-
ated unfolding buffer containing 50 mM sodium phos-
phate and 4 M GdnDCl for at least 12 h. dcMN contains
a Cys residue at position 42 (in Chain B). To prevent
interchain dimerization by disulfide linkage formation,
DTT (prepared in D2O) was added to the unfolded pro-
tein to a final concentration of 2 mM. Refolding was initi-
ated by diluting the deuterated unfolded protein in
refolding buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pre-
pared in D2O, pH 7) to a final GdnDCl concentration of
0.1 M or 0.4 M. In all the cases, the final protein concen-
tration was 40 μM. At different refolding times (from 5 s
to 45 min), a 5 s HX labeling pulse was given by 10-fold
dilution into 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (prepared
in H2O, pH 7) or 50 mM Glycine-NaOH buffer (prepared
in H2O, pH 9). The HX reaction was quenched by

addition of ice-cold quench buffer (twofold dilution), and
the final pH of the solution became 2.8 on ice. The
quenched reaction was incubated for 1 min on ice.

5.5 | Sample processing for mass
spectrometry

After incubation for 1 min on ice, the quenched reaction
was desalted using a Sephadex G-25 Hi-trap desalting col-
umn from GE, equilibrated with ice-cold distilled water
at pH 2.6 (0.1% formic acid was added), using a Postnova
AF4 system at a flow rate of 5 ml/min. The desalted sam-
ple was then injected within 5–10 s into the HDX module
coupled to a nanoAcquity UPLC (from Waters Corpora-
tion) and analyzed using a Synapt G2 HD mass spectrom-
eter (Waters Corporation). The protein was first loaded
on to a C18 reverse phase trap column using water con-
taining 0.05% formic acid at a flow rate of 100 μl/min for
1 min. The two chains of the protein were eluted from
the column using a gradient of 35%–95% acetonitrile
(0.1% formic acid) at a flow rate of 40 μl/min in 3 min.
The temperature of the entire chromatography assembly
was maintained at 4�C inside the HDX module (Waters
Corporation) to minimize back exchange during the pro-
cessing of the sample.103,104

For ETD reactions, Chains B and A were first trapped
in a trap column with water containing 0.05% formic acid
at a flow rate of 100 μl/min for 1.5 min and separated
using an analytical column (C18 reverse phase), with a
gradient of 35%–95% acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic
acid, in 9 min. Separation of the two chains was neces-
sary as only one precursor mass could be allowed to
undergo ETD fragmentation at a time inside the mass
spectrometer.

5.6 | Data acquisition by ESI-MS

The source parameters were set to the following values
for the ionization of intact protein: capillary voltage,
3 kV; sample cone voltage, 40 V; extraction cone voltage,
4 V; source temperature, 80�C and desolvation tempera-
ture, 200�C. For ETD reactions, 1,4-dicyanobenzene was
used as the ETD reagent, and the radical anions were
generated from it using a glow discharge current of
50 μA, and a makeup gas (nitrogen) with a flow rate of
35 ml/min was used to obtain reagent ion counts of >106

per scan. The +7 charge states for both Chains B and A
were used to achieve optimum fragmentation. The other
instrument parameters were set to the following values:
trap wave velocity, 300 m/s; trap wave height, 0.2 V.
Source parameters values were set to those mentioned
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above for the intact protein. The transfer collision energy
was ramped from 4 eV to 10 eV for Chain A, and from
2 eV to 6 eV for Chain B in order to achieve higher ion
counts of the fragment ions. One precursor mass (+7
charge state for both the chains) from each chain was
allowed at a time to undergo ETD fragmentation inside
the trap cell for ~60 s, and the fragmentation data for the
two chains were collected in two channels.

5.7 | Data analysis

5.7.1 | Analysis of intact protein data

The protein mass spectrum at each timepoint was gener-
ated by combining ~40 scans, each 1 s long, from the elu-
tion peak of the total ion count (TIC) chromatogram.
Each mass spectrum was then processed further by back-
ground subtraction and smoothening using the MassLynx
version 4.1 software. The +7 charge state peak, from
smoothened spectra, which was the highest intensity peak
for both Chain A and Chain B, was taken for further anal-
ysis. The signal of the +7 charge state peak was normal-
ized by its total area at each timepoint using the Origin
software. Then the mass distributions were analyzed by
discrete fitting as well as global fitting using MATLAB
(see SI methods). The mass distributions were fitted to the
sum of three Gaussian equations, where each Gaussian
distribution corresponded to a particular conformation C,
I, or N, and the width(s), height(s), and centroid(s) of the
mass distributions were determined. The centroid m/z
positions and widths of the mass distributions arising
from a particular conformation were allowed to vary by
only ±0.1 and ±0.05, respectively. The fractional area
under each Gaussian distribution at a particular timepoint
corresponded to the fractional population of the confor-
mation giving rise to that distribution at that timepoint.

The number of deuteriums protected in C, I, and N,
for both the chains was calculated by subtracting the pro-
tonated chain mass from the mass obtained from the cen-
troid of the mass distribution corresponding to each
conformation (C, I, or N).

5.7.2 | Analysis of the fragments generated
by ETD

The individual c and z ions obtained from both Chains B
and A were identified using the BioLynx software, and a
peptide map of the protein was made. The mass profiles
of the peptides were fitted to the sum of either two or
three Gaussian mass distributions. The centroid m/z and
width of the mass distributions of a particular

conformation were allowed to vary by only ±0.3 and
±0.2, respectively, across different times of refolding. The
fractional area under each Gaussian distribution corre-
sponded to the fractional population of the respective
conformation. The fractional population kinetic curves
were analyzed using a triangular three-state folding
mechanism to obtain the kinetic parameters of refolding.

The number of deuteriums protected in each
sequence segments for the U, I, and N states was deter-
mined in the same way as for the intact protein. The
number of deuteriums protected in different sequence
segments were calculated by doing multiple subtractions
with consecutive c and z ions. The operations are sum-
marized in Table S3.
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